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YOUR DIGITAL TOOL FOR  

FABRICATING FOOT ORTHOSES

Access our centralized service for 

milled insoles “Made in Germany”  

OR use proprietary SPRINGER  

milling machines

Compatible with conventional  

commercially available  

measuring systems

Installation & Instruction Support



The EASYCAD basic libraries contain a diverse range of biomechanical and sensomotor ba-

sic models. You can personalize them with an infinite selection of modifications like greater 

depth, metatarsal pads, raised edges and precise height adjustments. Using the foot scan or 

pedograph, you can adjust the position of the elements to ensure the correct fit.

Heel lowering
Tear drop pad

Padded layeringAnatomical pad

Toe barRetrocapital 

BASIS  PROPRIO®

www.springer-berlin.de/en/products/

hightech/easycad.html

BETTUNGSEINLAGEN

STÜTZENDE  EINLAGEN

BASIC LIBRARIES

Turn your philosophy into solutions.

FOR MORE INFO, GO TO:

Construction in the basic module

BASE BIOMECHANICAL PROPRIO® BASE FOOT BED INSOLES SUPPORTIVE INSOLES



The dedicated libraries contain the entire wealth of SPRINGER’s sensomotor know-how and 

expertise. We have an appropriate insole model for every indication. Moreover, our system-

atic query function will navigate you quickly and competently to the right model. Hover over 

the foot impression for the options to change module heights and positions.

PROPRIO® SCHMERZ

PROPRIO® KIND

PROPRIO® NEURO

PROPRIO® SPORT

Planotransversus

Peroneal palsy

Plantar fasciitis
ICP 

Hallux rigidus

Runner's knee

Gait pattern 

Rotations Retropatellar 
pain syndrome

Pes adductus Parkinson's 

Achillodynia

Metatarsalgia

RISIKOFUSS

DEDICATED LIBRARIES

Utilize our indication-specific  
model libraries.

Layer model and 3D preview

A selection of milling materials and covers

PROPRIO® CHILD PROPRIO® PAIN PROPRIO® SPORT PROPRIO® NEURO HIGH-RISK FOOT
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VERSION 4.0

YOUR ADVANTAGES  

Order an EASYCAD® License 

and become a milling expert yourself!

  Centralized service  

for just-in-time milling  

in Berlin without risking  

investment or personnel  

(2 working days plus shipping)

  Springer milling machine  

In-house fabrication per  

dongle license

Customized-milled insoles 

in 4 minutes

Examination protocols  

for gait & posture analysis

Branch store network  

thanks to EASYCAD server  

solution

Quality assurance &  

documentation


